The sixth volume of Q. David Bowers’s multiple-book Whitman Encyclopedia of Obsolete Paper Money cover in great detail the states of Florida, Georgia, South Carolina, and North Carolina. Bowers gives historical narrative for every town, city, and bank involved in producing notes in these states from 1792 to 1866; note-by-note values in multiple grades, current rarity levels, significant auction results, and other market data based on ongoing research; full-color images and more. Volume 6 is the first volume on the South Atlantic states; two more volumes will cover the remaining Southern states in similar detail.
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**Customer Reviews**

Excellent book on Southern currency. I have yet to find anything that compares with the scope and width of currency from the Carolinas, Florida and Georgia. All script is pre-Civil War. Absolutely one of THE top reference books in this category.

It is a great book for people who collect obsolete currency. I have the first 6 volumes. I can't wait till the 7th comes out.

Excellent Reference Book on Obsolete Currency contains currency from states that I have no reference for.
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